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It usually starts with gardening.
You plant a few shrubs, flowers, and trees. Soon, 

you realize you’ve created a habitat suitable for birds and 
other wildlife to call home. Before you know it, you’ve 
got feeders, water baths, and bird houses scattered 
throughout your yard.

What a joy to watch bright-yellow goldfinches or 
soft gray juncos fliting about the feeders. That is, until a 
noisy flock of starlings swoops in to raid your feeders, 
exhausting your seeds (and your wallet).

What is a backyard bird watcher to do?
Start with an understanding why it’s happening. 

Birds will mob feeders when convenient and they have 
access. Most of the types of birds that do this tend to 
be big, intelligent, travel in large flocks, and may have 
a feeding strategy where they gather and save food for 
later. Smaller, timid birds that get along with others may 
also mob a feeder, but it is likely to be in a more orderly 
and gradual manner. These birds will rarely win a battle 
against the larger bully birds.

Are you a bully bird enabler?
Here is a quick quiz you can take to find out:
Are your feeders sloppy? Feeders that spill easily 

will often create a smorgasbord of seed on the ground. 
This attracts everything from mice, squirrels, turkeys, 
deer, and other birds and mammals. Old, cracked feeders 
may need to be replaced. This may be especially true if 

bossy birds and other raiders have had several attacks 
on the feeder. Also check that the feeder you are using is 
suitable for the seeds you are filling it with. For more info 
on feeders go to bit.ly/birdfeederbasics or see the article 
in the Fall 2014 Barnyards & Backyards magazine.

Are you feeding a bird seed mix? STOP! Birds will 
always pick through the seeds and throw out what they 
don’t want. Most Wyoming feeder birds do not like millet, 
so you’ll get a pile of those on the ground that will attract 
those pesky unwanted visitors. You can’t go wrong with 
black oil sunflower seed, nyjer (thistle) seed, and suet. 
For more info on what food Wyoming birds like, go to 
bit.ly/Wyobirdfeed or see the article in the Summer 2006 
Barnyards & Backyards magazine

Are your feeders unprotected? The good news 
about bully birds is they are almost always big. This 
means you can defend the feeders by restricting access 
to just the smaller birds. Fitting a simple 2-inch x 2-inch 
wire mesh screen around feeders can create a cage that 
keeps bullies out but lets in songbirds. Wire mesh can be 
found at most hardware, garden, or feed stores. These 
retailers will also have a multitude of ready-made baffles 
and cages designed for keeping big birds, and squirrels, 
out of feeders.

Are you absolutely, completely fed up? Try simply 
removing the feeders when this happens. Your songbirds 
visit the feeders as a supplement to their regular diet, 
to which they’ll return once you remove the feeder. You 
can try war-like tactics such as blasting music, putting 
up shiny flashing, or erecting a scarecrow, but it’s also 
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important to note most non-game birds are protected 
by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act with the exception of 
invasive species. For full details go to bit.ly/birdtreatyact.

Bonus Question: Do you live in bear country? If 
your answer is yes, take your feeders down from April 
through October. Even if the feeders are out of reach 
of the bears, spilled and discarded seed can be an 
attractant. If bears discover your yard is a snack spot, 

Red-winged blackbirds
One of our earlier spring 

migrants, you’ll often hear the males 
singing for mates atop a perch. 
These are very aggressive birds that 
are not afraid of chasing much larger 
birds away from nest sites.

European starling
These birds were introduced 

from Europe and have spread 
throughout the United States. 
Starlings are known for a 
synchronized aerial acrobatic feat 
called “murmuring,” which looks like 
pulsing black ink.

House sparrow
If you notice little brown birds 

near a grocery store, chances are 
they are house sparrows. These birds 
originally came from Europe, are not 
afraid of humans, and can adapt to 
most urban settings.

American crow
The more we learn about 

crows and their relatives the more 
we understand their intelligence 
level. Some crows can identify 
and remember people, some are 
excellent thieves, and others can 
make and use tools.

Cowbirds
Cowbirds lay their eggs in other 

birds’ nests. The hatchling cowbirds 
then demand food from their 
adoptive parents, often starving or 
literally pushing out their nestmates.

Common grackle
Grackles have a communal 

roost and are often seen 
traveling in flocks. If you view 
one in the sunlight, you’ll notice 
that they actually have a glossy 
purple head and iridescent body.

THE USUAL SUSPECTS

you risk larger problems than the occasional raid on 
your feeders.

Jacelyn Downey enjoys seeing the birds at her feeders 
as a respite from her work with Audubon Rockies. She 
recently watched a sharp-shinned hawk swoop in and take 
a starling from a feeder and felt some sense of vindication. 
You can reach her at jdowney@audubon.org.


